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DIPL 6252 AA: Institutions of Post-Conflict Governance
School of Diplomacy and International Relations
Seton Hall University (Fall 2013)
Time (Thursday): 7:35 to 9:45 pm
Location: Duffy Hall (DH 80)
Professor: Borislava Manojlovic
Email: borislavam@gmail.com
Phone: 571 406 9099
Office hours: by appointment

I.

Course Introduction and Objectives1

This course seeks to explore: 1) the relationships between conflict and institutional
dysfunctionality, and 2) what can be done to prevent failure and rebuild weak/failed
states in the 21st century. This course focuses on the integral role that institutions play in
ensuring the day-to-day stability of nation-states, while not forgetting that it is humans
who make up institutions. The course will explore the theory and practice of rebuilding
institutions to strengthen societies that have undergone conflict and assess strengths and
shortcomings of varied interventions.
Learning Outcomes:

1. To understand the structural causes behind state failure.
2. To develop familiarity with the basic concepts, theories and perspectives about
the role of various institutions in post-conflict reconstruction.
3. To analyze limitations of current policy prescriptions and propose solutions to
address these shortcomings.

II.

Course Requirements

• Required Texts:
1. Paris, Roland. 2004. At War ’s End: Building Peace After Civil Conflict .
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
2. Ramsbotham, Oliver, Hugh Miall, and Tom Woodhouse. 2011. Contemporary
Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, Management and Transformation of Deadly
Conflicts. Cambridge, UK; Malden, MA: Polity.
3. Collier, Paul. 2008. The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries Are Failing
and What Can Be Done About It. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
4. Robert I. Rotberg, ed. 2004. When States Fail : Causes and Consequences.
Princeton; Oxford: Princeton University Press
5. Castillo, Graciana del, and Edmund S Phelps. 2008. Rebuilding War-torn States:

'This is a draft syllabus, and the professor selected to teach the course can make modification as he sees fit.
1

The Challenge of Post-conflict Economic Reconstruction. Oxford; New York:
Oxford University Press.
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This course follows a seminar
complete the readings and actively participate in class discussions. Toward this
end, every participant must prepare two or three discussion questions prior to our
meeting. Please e-mail these questions to me by 5p.m. the day before our class
meets. Questions must engage with the issues raised in the authors’ arguments.
They should be thoughtful, reflective and critical - addressing perceived
limitations or shortcomings of arguments raised, as well as areas for clarification
or elaboration.

• Attendance/Class Participation and Discussion Questions (10 points):

In order to be an active participant in class discussions, ensure that you are able to
articulate how the readings resonate with theories we are learning in class. How
do the readings fit with the theories that we have discussed? What are the
strengths of the arguments presented? What are the weaknesses or limitations? Do
you agree or disagree and why? In our class discussions, you should be able to
engage in critical commentary, and identify possible oversights or contradictions
in the arguments we read, as well as be able to develop your own perspectives visa-vis the text.

•

5 page critical essay on Collier’s Bottom Billion (10 points): You are
expected to write a 5 page essay (double-spaced) to be submitted by 20 Sep
discussing the strengths and the weaknesses of the arguments presented in the
book as well as your views on subject matter.

• Seminar presentations and Reading Review (15 points): One to two students
are also responsible for oral presentations of readings on select days of the
term. Please adhere to the following guidelines when presenting:

Guidelines

As a presenter, you are taking on the role of teacher for your peers in the seminar,
and are responsible for leading class discussion on the materials for that day. The
presentations should take up to 30 minutes followed by Q & A and discussion.
In this capacity, your job is to summarize the main theoretical arguments/points
raised by the readings, identifying what you believe to be the central concepts as
well as situate them within the broader contexts of other readings and the topic in
general. Thus, You are expected not only to summarize the text(s), but also
comment on them and try to put the argument(s) in the larger context of other
readings and the overall topic for discussion.

You are required to provide up to 3 pages (double space) handouts to the class
that summarize the main arguments/points from the readings as well as your take
on the readings. This can include, but is not limited to, your thoughts on the text,
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comments and reflections on substantive and methodological issues, or identified
limitations of the text. Also you are required to send the handout electronically to
the instructor 24 hours before the beginning of the class of your presentation.
Finally, also provide in the handout, two or three discussion questions for each
chapter or article that will guide discussion for the day. You will lead discussion
around these questions following the oral presentation of the readings. However,
depending on the text, I might intervene, ask questions and encourage others to
comment on the text, as we may benefit from alternating between presentation
and discussion than waiting until the presentation is complete.

If you are presenting with someone else in a given week, you will need to meet
with your fellow presenter before class to ensure that your questions/comments
are not repetitive and that the presentations are cohesive.
You will be graded on the following criteria in your presentations:

1 . Grasp of the reading materials as evidenced by the class handouts. Ability to
identify the independent and dependent variables, if applicable, the thesis
statement, the main argument, and the author’s key points.
2. Quality of your critiques of the readings
3. Ability to present this material to the class (do NOT read your handouts)
4. Quality of questions for discussion, and overall familiarity with all materials for
the week.
Note: If you are absent on the day of your oral presentation, you will receive a 0 for your
grade for that presentation. Credit will only be given if you present orally. No credit will
be given for e-mailed questions and/or handouts for students that fail to present in class.

•

Case study exercise (5 points)
Each student will conduct research using class readings and outside sources to
prepare for the case study exercises. S/he will get acquainted with the conflict and
post-conflict reconstruction interventions implemented in Kosovo & Afghanistan.
Further instructions about the format and requirements of the exercise will be
provided in class. Through exercises, students will be able to practically apply
what they have learned in class

.

•

Presentation of Conflict Resolution Policy Report (20 points)

Each student will present her/his conflict resolution policy report in order to get feedback
before final submission. The presentations should include the interventions in place in the
country of their choice, a critique of some aspect of intervention and suggestions what
course of action the relevant actor(s) should take to address challenges. Students should
submit an outline prior to the presentation (as bullet points or notes, 2- 5 pages, doublespaced) to the instructor.
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•

Conflict Resolution Policy Report (35 points)

For the final paper, you are expected to submit a policy development brief between 10-13
pages in length. For this report, you will assume the role of a key conflict resolution and
policy analyst. Your task is to analyze a current reconstruction mission currently or one
previously underway in a post-conflict country. For the first part of the report, you are
expected to concisely describe the interventions in place in the country In the second
part, provide a critique of some aspect of intervention. In the final part of the report, you
are expected to advise what course of action the relevant actor(s) should take to address
this identified limitation.

.

•

Assignments Weighting and Grading: There are a total of 100 possible points
for this course. The relative weight of each assignment is as follows:
10 points
Participation and discussion questions
10 points
5 page critical essay on Collier’s Bottom Billion
points
15
review
Seminar presentations and reading
5 points
Case study exercise
25 points
report
policy
resolution
conflict
Presentation of
35 points
Conflict resolution policy report
Grading Scale
94-100
A
90-93
A87-89
B+
84-86
B
80-83
B-

III.

C+
C
F

77-79
74-76
73 and below

Academic Integrity

All students are required to abide by Seton Hall's rules concerning academic integrity,
which are discussed in detail in the college catalog. Students are expected to submit their
own work, and to give credit when and where credit is due. Examples of plagiarism
include failing to cite a used source; the direct quotation of phrases, sentences or phrases
without attribution, and the use of an authors ideas without correct citation. Other
examples of fraud such as copying, submitting another's work, submitting internet papers,
plagiarism, etc. will result in an automatic "F" for the course.

—

IV.

Disabilities

Students requesting classroom accommodation for disabilities must have their disability
on file with the appropriate office at Seton Hall University before they can be
accommodated . In order to register your disability, please self-identify at the Office of
Disability Support Services (DSS) Duffy Hall, Room 67, at the beginning of the
semester. Please let me know at the earliest should you need any prescribed attention.
V

Class Calendar
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Week 1 (29 August):
Subject: Introduction and syllabus overview
Week 2 (5 September):
Subject: Why states fail?
Readings: Ramsbotham, Oliver, Hugh Miall, and Tom Woodhouse. 2011. Contemporary
Conflict Resolution: The Prevention, Management and Transformation of Deadly
Conflicts. Cambridge, UK; Malden, MA: Polity. (Chapter 4)
Robert I. Rotberg, ed . 2004. When States Fail: Causes and Consequences. Princeton;
Oxford: Princeton University Press (Chs. 1 & 2)

Week 3 (12 September):
Subject: Post-conflict reconstruction, peacebuilding and the concept of liberal peace

Readings: Paris, Roland. 2004. At War ’s End: Building Peace After Civil Conflict.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (Chapters 1, 2)
Ramsbotham, Oliver, Hugh Miall, and Tom Woodhouse. 2011. Contemporary Conflict
Resolution: The Prevention, Management and Transformation of Deadly Conflicts
Cambridge, UK; Malden, MA: Polity (Chapters 8, 9)

.

Week 4 (19 September):
Subject: Poverty, state failure and conflict
Readings: Collier, Paul. 2008. The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries Are
Failing and What Can Be Done About It. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Week 5 (26 September):
Subject: International assistance
Readings: Castillo, Graciana del, and Edmund S Phelps. 2008. Rebuilding War-torn
States: The Challenge of Post-conflict Economic Reconstruction. Oxford; New York:
Oxford University Press. (Chap. 5 and 6)
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Week 6 (3 October):
Subject: Justice and rule of law in post-conflict societies

Readings: Minow, Martha. 1998. Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History
after Genocide and Mass Violence. Boston: Beacon Press, 1998 (chapter 6) (Blackboard)
Sarkin, Jeremy. 2001. “The Tension Between Justice and Reconciliation in Rwanda:
Politics, Human Rights, Due Process and the Role of the Gacaca Courts in Dealing with
the Genocide.” Journal of African Law 45 (2) (January 1): 143-172. (Blackboard)

Robert I. Rotberg, ed. 2004. When States Fail: Causes and Consequences. Princeton;
Oxford: Princeton University Press (Chapter 9)
Week 7 (10 October):

Subject: Challenges to education in post-conflict settings
Readings: Koren, Snjezana, and Branislava Baranovic. 2009. “What Kind of History
Education Do We Have After Eighteen Years of Democracy in Croatia? Transition,
Intervention, and History Education Politics (1990-2008).” In Transition and the Politics
of History Education in Southeast Europe , ed. Augusta Dimou. Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht. (Blackboard)
Zvi Bekerman and Michalinos Zembylas. 2012. Teaching Contested Narratives: Identity,
Memory and Reconciliation in Peace Education and Beyond New York: Cambridge
University Press. (Chapter 12) (Blackboard)

.

Christie, Pam. 2009. Peace, Reconciliation and Justice: Delivering the Miracle in Postapartheid Education in Peace education in Conflict and Postconflict societies: A
Comparative Perspective (Chapter 5) (Blackboard)
Week 8 (17 October):
Subject: Social and cultural rehabilitation : Rebuilding community and civil society

Readings: Robert I. Rotberg, ed. 2004. When States Fail: Causes and Consequences.
Princeton; Oxford: Princeton University Press, (Ch. 10: Building Effective trust in the
aftermath of severe conflict & Ch. 11: Civil society and the reconstruction of failed
states).

Week 9 (24 October):
Subject: Trauma , memory and forgiveness
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-

Marleen Ramsey, Gobodo Madikizela, Pumla, and Chris Van der Merwe. 2009. Memory,
Narrative and Forgiveness: Perspectives on the Unfinished Journeys of the Past .
Cambridge Scholars Pub. (Chapters 1, 3 4) (Blackboard)
Igreja, Victor. 2013. “Politics of Memory, Decentralisation and Recentralisation in
Mozambique.” Journal of Southern African Studies 39 (2): 313-335. (Blackboard)

CASE STUDY EXERCISES

Week 10 (31 October):
Subject: Case study (Kosovo)
Castillo, Graciana del, and Edmund S Phelps. 2008. Rebuilding War-torn States: The
Challenge of Post-conflict Economic Reconstruction. Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press. (Chapter 8)

Week 11 (7 November)
Subject: Case study (Afghanistan)
Castillo, Graciana del, and Edmund S Phelps. 2008. Rebuilding War-torn States: The
Challenge of Post-conflict Economic Reconstruction. Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press. (Chapter 9)
Week 12 (14 November)
Subject: What have we learned?
Paris, Roland. 2004. At War’s End: Building Peace After Civil Conflict. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press (Chs. 10, 11 & Conclusion)

Castillo, Graciana del, and Edmund S Phelps. 2008. Rebuilding War-torn States: The
Challenge of Post conflict Economic Reconstruction. Oxford; New York: Oxford
University Press. (Chapter 11)

-

-

Rathmell, Andrew. 2005. "Planning post conflict reconstruction in Iraq: what can we
learn?" International Affairs 81, no. 5, pp. 1013 1038.

-

Week 13 (21 November):
Subject: Report presentations
Weeks 14 (28 November): No classes - Thanksgiving
Week 15 (5 December):
Subject: Report presentations
Conflict resolution policy report (due 11 Dec)
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